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MORE THAN
TWO PERMITS
SOLD PER
PARKING
SPACE
SAYS PARKING DIRECTOR
Caroline Elswick
News Editor

More than two parking
permits were sold for every
available parking space this
past year, according to Dan
Hofmann, director of Parking and
Transportation Services.
2.15 permits were sold per
available parking space across all
types in 2021. The statistic was
revealed in a presentation by
Hofmann to Clemson University
Student Government (CUSG)
Senate on Monday night.
“We look at the permits per
space,” said Hofmann. “That’s the
one that’s been a good metric. It’s
been traditionally one permit per
space. This year, there’s been over
two permits per [space], and you’d
think that would cause a major
problem. It did not.”
At any given time, 73%
of parking spaces on campus are
occupied, according to Hofmann,
though he did not specify how
these capacities were measured.
Hofmann also announced
that Clemson will be building 202
new parking spots for Douthit
residents near the current R-3 lot
by fall of 2022. Clemson is also
aiming to add 500 new spaces to
Kite Hill and 197 to the Highway
76 lot. There is no planned
completion date for these projects
at this time.
Over time, parking will
likely continue to be pushed
outside of campus in favor of
additional academic and residential
buildings, according to Hofmann.
He also touched upon the concept
of building a parking garage, which
he said would greatly increase the
cost of parking passes. Parking
and Transportation Services
estimates that the per-space cost
of building a parking garage would
be $38,000 each.
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BATTLE FOR THE ATLANTIC:

CLEMSON VS. WAKE FOREST PREVIEW

Justin Robertson
Sports Editor

Clemson football sits at 7-3 and
has had its woes this season, but the team
still has an opportunity to win the ACC
Atlantic Division despite the struggles.
It all starts at noon on Saturday, Nov.
20, when the Clemson Tigers host
the No. 10 Wake Forest Demon
Deacons (9-1) in hopes of narrowing
Wake Forest’s division lead.
With Clemson being two games
behind Wake Forest in the division, the

Tigers will need to win on Saturday
and have NC State lose one of its last
two games in order to win the division.
Clemson also needs Wake Forest to lose
to Boston College next week.
Clemson linebacker James
Skalski, who will be playing his final
game in Death Valley on Saturday,
spoke about the significance of
this week’s matchup.
“It’s pretty cool that they have a
chance to come in here and potentially
win the division, and we have a chance to
keep our hopes alive,” he said. “It’s going

to be a big game, they are a great team,
and we’re just excited for the challenge,
and I’m happy the last one in the Valley
can be so significant.”
However, defeating Wake
Forest is easier said than done, as the
team possesses a roster of skilled and
experienced players that Clemson will
attempt to contain.
“This is kind of a game of
strength-on-strength,” said Clemson
head coach Dabo Swinney.
SEE WAKE FOREST ON PAGE C4
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Redfern to offer virtual visits
with new medical specialties
Emma Vick
Senior Reporter
Clemson’s Redfern Health
Center recently expanded a program that
provides virtual appointments for various
specialized fields. This is part of an effort
to help students more easily access care
that had not previously been offered.
“The virtual specialty clinic
we started out with was launched on
Nov. 8, 2021, and at this time, only
rheumatology is available for virtual care.
Our plan intends to offer virtual visits
for endocrinology and neurology in the
near future,” said George Clay, executive
director of Student Health Services.
Rheumatologists study immune
disorders like lupus and will be accessible
through the new program. Endocrinology
is the study of hormones and glandrelated diseases, such as Type 1 diabetes,
while neurology focuses on issues with the
brain and nerves, including epilepsy and
traumatic head injuries.
Redfern has been partnering with
the Medical University of South Carolina
(MUSC) since July 2019 to provide
psychiatric and urgent care. They began
offering tele-psychiatry in the fall of 2019
and opened virtual urgent care services in
August 2020. Later, they expanded these
services to all students from anywhere in
South Carolina, including students at
other Clemson campuses.
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While Clemson’s partnership
with MUSC is expected to grow over
time, the clinical specialties available now
are not the most requested specialties,
according to Clay. However, he assured
that it will make the process easier
for many students.
To set up an appointment
via telemedicine for a virtual visit,
the Redfern provider will refer the
patient to set up an appointment with
a specialist, and then patients will be
offered the choice of virtual or in-person
appointments. If they chose a virtual
visit, the request will be submitted to
MUSC, who will contact the patient
directly to schedule.
“Some complaints will still
require an in-person visit, which will
be scheduled with local specialist offices,”
said Dr. Leslie Pekarek, medical director
of Student Health Services. “For those
needs that are deemed appropriate
for telemedicine evaluations, the
appointments can be scheduled to occur
here in our office but with a specialist
from MUSC via telemedicine.”
Without having to navigate
around transportation challenges that
could arise for underclassmen students
and off-campus commuters, students
will be able to receive immediate
care from Clemson and MUSC staff,
according to Pekarek.

Thanksgiving is around the
corner and I hope everyone is able to
safely travel and celebrate the holiday
with family and friends.
Beth and I are grateful for our
family, the Clemson Family and the
opportunity to be here at Clemson
with all of you. I am immensely proud
of all that you have accomplished
so far this year while continuing to
navigate many challenges.
Whether this is your first
semester as a Clemson student
or your last, I encourage you to
finish strong knowing there is a
well-deserved break ahead.
For those
of you graduating
in December, I
look forward to
greeting you as
you walk across
the stage. For
those who will
be returning in
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January, I can’t wait to
see you back on campus ready to kick off an
exciting Spring semester.
I am excited about the new year
and the many possibilities before us.
Clemson continues to lead the way in
academics, research and service, and we
will continue to build on our incredible
momentum as we move forward into
the new year.
Enjoy all that the holiday season
has to offer, be safe, have fun, and, as
always, Go Tigers!

